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Abstract. The paper proposes a research framework for risk identification
approach in collaborative networks dedicated to develop a formalizing, structured
reference for risk identification and risk mitigation and explore an effective mech‐
anism that can motivate diverse partners to manage risks collaboratively. The
approach is based on a formalized vision of Danger/Risk/Consequence chain that
is defined as the primary schema of the proposed methodology. The DRC chain
indicates five risk-related concepts and their interrelationships, which is able to
well describe risk-related collaborative contexts. Cascading effect in the concept
chain are presented for further interpreting. Furthermore, a supply chain scenario
of three use cases is given to illustrate the proposed framework.
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1 Introduction

A collaborative network is an alliance constituted by a variety of entities (e.g. organizations
and people) that are largely autonomous, geographically distributed, and heterogeneous in
terms of their operating environment, culture, social capital and goals, but that collaborate
to better achieve common or compatible goals, and whose interactions are supported by a
computer network [1]. Collaborative networks such as virtual organizations, dynamic
supply chains, professional virtual communities, collaborative virtual laboratories, etc. are
complex systems associated with uncertainties in dynamic business environments [2]. It is
noted that the collaboration increases the dependences among enterprises, which makes
enterprises more susceptible to risks. It is critical for collaborative networks to take system‐
atic approaches to identify risks as early as possible, and implement appropriate strategies
to manage the risk propagation throughout the evolution of collaboration [3].

While the above discussion shows the importance of risk identification, however, it is
worthy to note that there appears to be no overarching typology to delineate exactly what
constitutes risk and how to understand risk [4]. [5] argues that risk management consists
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of four key management aspects: (i) assessing the risk sources; (ii) defining the adverse
consequences; (iii) identifying the risk drivers; and (iv) mitigating risks. [6] indicates that
risk is at least made up of three essential components: (i) a driver or drivers which trigger
the risk to happen; (ii) an event with probability that signifies the occurrence of the risk;
and (iii) a consequence or consequences resulted from the risk. [7] presents a three-dimen‐
sional framework dedicated to structure the domain of crisis management based on the
Danger/Risk/Consequence chain (DRC chain). In summary, the risk-related concepts
could be concluded as danger, stake, risk, event and consequence.

Anyway, risk management is a very complex domain with a lot of constraints.
Consequently, it is very difficult to get a global overview of such a domain. This article
is mainly dedicated to present a proposal for risk identification approach to support
collaborative networked organizations. The proposed approach is based on the DRC
chain (as shown in Fig. 1), which is not so far from FTA (Fault Tree Analysis) principles
[8]. Furthermore, danger, risk and consequence may be considered as causal sources (in
a waterfall structure) that must be formalized as models to help decision makers [7].

Danger

Stake

Risk

Event

Consequence

Fig. 1. A framework for risk identification approach

More specifically, the research methodology is proposed:

• A danger typology and a stake typology are developed for collaborative networked
organizations based on the review of present related literatures.

• The interconnections rules between dangers and stakes and their impacts on risks
could be summarized, which aims to build a risk typology as a static reference model
of risk knowledge.

• In addition to danger, stake and event, risk and consequence can be also considered
in a cascading effect structure [9]. Their interrelationships could be analyzed and
summarized.

• A risk knowledge base with a risk typology and interrelationships is used for the
deduction of risk identification rules based on previous research works.

• A metamodel connected with a risk knowledge base will be defined based on the
research of collaborative situation metamodel [10, 11].

The research should contribute to a deeper and broader understanding risk based on
the schema of DRC chain. Besides, the risk identification research based on such an
understanding will contribute to better practices by suggesting collaborative responses
from multiple partners in collaborative networks.
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This article is structured according to the following sections: Sect. 2 presents a liter‐
ature review; Sect. 3 describes the DRC chain considering susceptibility to danger and
interrelationships of the five risk-related concepts; in Sect. 4, a supply chain scenario is
given to illustrate the part of proposed methodology; Sect. 5 concludes this research
work and gives some perspectives for future works.

2 Literature Review

According to [12], risk is the combination of the frequency, or probability, of occurrence
and the consequence of special hazardous events.

Risk Management corresponds to a set of activities that organizations use to control
the many risks, which may undermine their ability to achieve objectives. Considering
international standards on entrepreneurial management process risk, [13] organizes a
reference risk taxonomy, which shows that risk management includes two principal
dimensions, namely, assessment and treatment. Risk assessment could be summarized
as three phases: analysis, identification and evaluation. Risk identification can be defined
as a process of identifying the dangers, events and consequences.

It is a common assumption that participation in a collaborative network has the
potential of bringing benefits to the involved partners. However, the interconnections
between partners of collaborative network cause numerous new risks, of which the
impacting magnitude and scope are larger than ever before [6]. In recent years, there are
few studies about the risk identification of collaborative networks by considering
susceptibility to danger existing in the literature of collaborative networks and further
research in this field is required.

Regarding the approach of risk identification in collaborative context, it focuses on
literature review, semi-structured interviews and questionnaire. They can be called as
the experienced-based methods. [14] directly takes advantage of the risks identified by
project manager to determine the events with negative impacts. [15] identifies the stake‐
holder-associated risks through the previous risk identification literatures, and classified
them into seven categories. [16] identifies the risks caused by customer collaboration in
product development through relevant literatures by domain experts and questionnaire
in the enterprises. [17] analyzes the research paradigms regarding risk and stakeholder
analysis in green buildings through literature review. [18] undertakes a systematic liter‐
ature review on risks sources and resilience factors in agri-food supply chains. [19]
successively uses literature review, semi-structured interviews and questionnaires to
identify a list of human safety risk factors and also the cause–effect relationships among
those risks.

Regarding the application of risk identification results, most results of identified risks
are used to further risk evaluation and propose risk response or risk mitigation strategies.
In order to investigate those risk interactions, the focus of risk evaluation methods has
gradually been shifting from individual risks to networks of risk [6, 19]. It considers
nodes in the network and their relationships, focusing on the structure and patterning of
these relationships and seeking to identify both their causes and effects [20, 21].
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We conclude the following:

• A systematic approach to the identification and categorization of risks in collabora‐
tive context is lacking.

• The current risk identification methods mainly focus on review, expert interview and
questionnaire.

• More future works are attentive to the identification of risk interconnections.
• The present research of the application of risk identification result also lacks of a

sharing-based risk response mechanism considering capabilities and resources of
partners to contribute to their collaboration.

3 Understanding Risk

Risk can be seen as combination of the probability of an event and its consequence.
However, danger and stake are also closely related to risk with the exception of the
concepts of event and consequence. DRC chain is a concepts schema that is able to
describe risk-related contexts.

3.1 General Illustration of DRC Chain

In this schema, the five risk-related concepts could be defined as follows:

• Danger can be defined as any specific dangerous characteristic of the environment,
which is a signal word used to indicate an imminently hazardous situation [22].

• Stake or assets can be seen as item, thing or entity that has potential or actual value
to an organization [23] and potential susceptibility to dangers.

• Risk is a potential manifestation of the danger onto some concerned stakes [7].
• Event is defined as a change or outcome that triggers risks. If one risk might occur it

would be due to some events [24].
• Consequence generally means a set of negative impacts of the risk occurrence.

The general illustration of DRC chain could be described as follows: Each of those
negative facts is due to one (or several) event(s) that trigger(s) one (or several) risk(s);
This (or these) risk(s) occur(s) because the considered area/system is concerned by one
(or several) danger(s) that affect(s) one (or several) stake(s) [7].

Furthermore, the DRC chain could indicate the susceptibility to danger, which means
the state of being very likely to be influenced or affected by danger. The following
example in enterprise collaborative context illustrates susceptibility to danger (see Fig. 2).

Company C is the only one able to produce Product P for the core company CC,
which is a danger for the stake CC because its Product PP must be produced by using
P. Consequently, the risk is that PP may not be produced. It would be triggered if C
decides not to produce P anymore (an event occurs), then cause a consequence as which
CC cannot sell PP to its customers. For this general illustration of DRC chain, the
demand side CC is susceptible to the danger of which there is no alternative provider
regarding its required product. Different stakes have different degrees of susceptibility
to danger while some stakes are not susceptible to danger.
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Danger: 
Company C is the only one
able to produce Product P.

Stake: 
Core company CC (using P
to produce Product PP)

Event: 
C decides not to produce P

anymore.

Risk:
PP may not be produced.

Consequence: 
CC can’t sell PP to its 

customers.

Fig. 2. An illustration of “susceptibility to danger” in DRC chain

3.2 Interconnections in DRC Chain

In the schema of the DRC chain, risk is created by danger and stake while consequence
is created by risk and event. It can be seen that risk and consequence are the “generated”
elements. Therefore, they are the ones which directly impact the considered system.
Accordingly, it is worth to focus on what effects that they might create. One of perspec‐
tive that can indicate it is cascading effects that could be described as multiple connec‐
tions initiated by risk and consequence in the DRC chain.

A cascading effect is an inevitable and sometimes unforeseen chain of events due to
an act affecting a system [25]. If there is a possibility that the cascading effect will have
a negative impact on the system, it is probable to analyze the effects with a risk or
consequence analysis. Figure 3 shows six connections initiated from consequence (see
connections (1) (2) (3)) and risk (see connections (4) (5) (6)), in order to present the
cascading effect as follows: consequence and risk are regarded as the causal sources that
target at danger, stake and event.

Fig. 3. Interconnections in DRC chain

To illustrate the cascading effect further, three use cases are presented in Fig. 4,
which are the real ones from a cosmetic French company. The interconnections between
the first two use cases (see connections (1) (2) (3) of Fig. 4) could indicate consequence
as the causal source. The first use case is already described in previous section, the
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consequence of which is that CC cannot sell PP. It is worth mentioning that this conse‐
quence could bring about the next use case.

The second use case is described as follows: CC has to contract with another
company C’ that can produce P, however, which is a danger for the new provider C’.
Concerning this stake, the danger could be manifested as a risk that its Product P may
decline in quality. Under this circumstance, if there is a big demand for P from CC, the
risk would be triggered and cause a consequence as which C’ produces lower quality
products and its image might be degraded.

Danger: 
Company C is the only one
able to produce Product P.

Stake: 
Core company CC (using P

to produce Product PP)

Event: 
C decides not to produce P

anymore.

Risk:
PP may not be produced.

Consequence: 
CC cannot sell PP to its 

customers.

Danger: 
CC contracts with

Company C’ to produce P.

Stake: 
Company C’

Event: 
Big demand for P from CC

Risk:
P by C’ may decline in

quality.

Consequence: 
C’ produces P with lower 

quality.

(1) create (2) create (3) create

Danger: 
A huge workload of

employees in C’

Stake: 
Company C’

Event: 
C’ requires its employees to

work overtime.

Risk:
The employees may go on
strike for salary increase.

Consequence: 
Employees strike

(6) create

(5) create

(4) create

Fig. 4. An illustration of cascading effect in DRC chain
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In summary, it can be seen that one consequence in a scenario could create a new
danger (CC contracts with C’), also a new stake (company C’) and even an event (big
demand from CC), which lead to another risk-related scenario.

The third use case is described as follows: A huge workload of employees in
Company C’ is a danger for the stake C’, because it could create a risk that the employees
may go on strike for salary increase. The risk would be triggered if C’ requires them to
work overtime (an event), then a consequence of employees’ strike might be caused.

Regarding risk as the causal source, the creation of danger, stake and event is gener‐
ally due to the actions of risk prevention and mitigation. The interconnections between
these three use cases (see connections (4) (5) (6) of Fig. 4) could indicate it as below:

• Risk-danger: C’ is confronted with a risk that its products may decline in quality in
the second use case. In order to prevent the risk, C’ might increase the workload of
its employees to ensure the products’ quality, which is a new danger shown in the
third use case.

• Risk-stake: CC needs to find the other company that can also produce its required
Product P in order to prevent the risk in the first use case (PP may not be produced).
As a result, the risk creates a new stake Company C’ that is shown in the second use
case.

• Risk-event: For the sake of qualified quality of Product P, C’ might requires its
employees to work overtime. Consequently, the risk in the second use case (P by C’
may decline in quality) creates an event in the third use case.

In addition to the interrelationship “create” between consequence/risk and danger/
stake/event, there are some other interrelationships presented in Table 1. We define the
interrelationships in DRC chain as follows:

• “Create”: Consequence/risk makes new danger/stake/event happen.
• “Update”: Consequence/risk makes danger/stake/event from one state or form into

another.
• “Delete”: Consequence/risk removes or makes danger/stake/event invisible.

Table 1. Interrelationships in DRC chain

Danger Stake Event
Create Update Delete Create Update Delete Create Update Delete

Consequence (1)Yes (1)Yes (1)Yes (2)Yes (2)Yes (2)Yes (3)Yes (3)No (3)No
Risk (4)Yes (4)Yes (4)Yes (5)Yes (5)Yes (5)Yes (6)Yes (6)No (6)No

“Yes” in Table 1 means that we have found the use cases to support this type of
interconnection (it cannot be all shown in this article). Accordingly, “No” in Table 1
means that the interrelationship does not exist between the concepts. To conclude, we
hold that in considered scenario consequence or risk could create new danger, stake and
event, and update or delete the current state or form of danger and stake. Nevertheless,
event could not be updated or deleted because we cannot change what has happened
before.
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4 Supply Chain Scenario Illustration

Supply chain is considered as a specific form of collaborative network. It is a stable
long-term network of enterprises each having clear roles in the value chain, covering all
steps from initial product design and the procurement of raw materials, through produc‐
tion, shipping, distribution, and warehousing until a finished product is delivered to a
customer [26].

In order to further illustrate the proposed DRC chain, three use cases of the supply
chain scenario (presented in Fig. 5) would be given to be used to perform the progress
of current work. Two partners are involved in this simple scenario: the core enterprise
is the demand side, which submits orders to buy its required materials from the
suppliers. Furthermore, the three use cases are described as follows:

• The first use case: Labor strike of suppliers is a danger for the core enterprise (a
stake), because it would create the risk of the shortage of its required products. If the
production disruption (an event) happens, the risk could be triggered. Then the
consequence of overdue delivery cannot be avoided.

• The second use case: Shortage of products required by the core enterprise is a danger
for the supplier who provides them (a stake). The risk is that the core enterprise might
give a negative feedback in the evaluation of this supplier, and the risk occurs if
overdue delivery from the supplier (an event) happens for several times. The core
enterprise might consider to change the supplier to ensure its normal operation of
business (a consequence).

• The third use case: Overdue delivery of supplier for long time is a danger for the
core enterprise (a stake). It would create a risk that the core enterprise has to change
the supplier. If many negative comments from the evaluation of the supplier (an
event) are given to the decision-maker, the risk could be triggered. Consequently, the
core enterprise needs to reselect the other suppliers to replace the tasks of the original
supplier as soon as possible (a consequence).

By comparing with the three use cases (presented in Fig. 5) and referring to the
cascading effect in DRC chain (presented in Fig. 3), it can be seen that a target or outcome
in one situation could be the causal source to connect another situation. Accordingly,
several interconnections could be concluded:

• Consequence-danger and Consequence-event: The consequence of overdue delivery
in the first use case could create a danger in the third use case (see connection (1)),
and also create an event in the second use case (see connection (3)).

• Risk-danger: The risk of shortage of required products in the first use case could
create a danger in the second use case (see connection (4)).

• Risk-event: The risk of negative evaluation in the second use case could create an
event in the third use case (see connection (6)).
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Danger: Labor strike of
suppliers

Consequence: 
Overdue delivery

Event: Production
disruption in suppliers

Risk: Shortage of
required products

Stake: 
Core enterprise

Danger: Shortage of
required products

Consequence: 
Suppliers reselection

Event: 
Overdue delivery 

Risk:
Negative evaluation
from core enterprise

Stake: 
Suppliers

(4) create (3) create

Danger: Overdue delivery 
of suppliers for long time

Consequence: 
Suppliers reselection

Stake: 
Core enterprise

Risk:
To change suppliers

Event:
Negative evaluation
from core enterprise

(6) create (1) create

Fig. 5. Use cases illustration of supply chain scenario

5 Conclusion

The presented framework of risk identification approach might be considered as a
formalizing reference dedicated to identify and mitigate risk in collaborative networks.
The proposed approach is compliant with the schema of Danger/Risk/Consequence
chain that helps to formalize the risk-related knowledge that includes five concepts
(danger, stake, risk, event and consequence) and their interrelationships. Cascading
effect could be indicated in DRC chain, which could contribute to a deeper understanding
of risk-related collaborative contexts. Besides, the devised danger typology and stake
typology can be further used to develop a risk knowledge base for risk identification of
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collaborative networks. Furthermore, the risk knowledge base combined with the current
methodology of metamodeling could contribute to further explore the ways in which an
effective mechanism that can motivate diverse partners in collaborative networks to
manage risks collaboratively.

The future works would use System Dynamics [27] to develop the proposed
approach, which focus on: (i) developing a danger typology and a stake typology by
synthesizing the growing diverse literatures; (ii) the deduction of interconnection rules
of dangers and stakes in order to build a risk knowledge base for collaborative networks;
(iii) developing risk identification rules based on the risk knowledge base; (iv) meta‐
modeling with risk knowledge base that can be dedicated to support collaboration of
partners, and deduce the collaborative processes of risk mitigation.
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